The Sharing Board
Share your new city
With the city.
What?

We projected a series of temporary boards to be positioned all around the city centre of Delft. These boards fulfill multiple purposes. They provide an opportunity to:
- see where you are
- give and take feedback about shops, bars etc.
How it works?

These boards are temporary constructions. They are located in the city during the introduction week, while the new students arrive in Delft. People can add comments on this board. Sharing opinions, suggestions, and feedback about locations.
Dividing the map

These boards will be positioned around the city. We choose to divide Delft into different parts.
Based on:
• Shop Density
• Street Density
How we work?

We started discussing the difficulties we encountered upon our arrival in Delft. Then we jotted down our ideas on a mind map. We decided on a topic which integrates many different aspects of acculturation. Lastly we decided to split the workload amongst all group members.
Why we believe in it?

We believe that an essential part of acculturation is discovering things not on your own but through communication with others. This way you feel like a part of the city. It enables you to freely express yourself.
Reflection

- How do we cooperate?
- How did we utilize the different strengths of our team members?
- What difficulties we encounter?
- Disagreements within the group.
- What experience did we obtain from this project.
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